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Abstract 1. Problem statement

Plasma jet outflowing from the ring orifice To describe ion and neutral particle behavior

of SPT into surrounding space filled by the distribution function f(r,z,r) and g(r,z,v) areneutral gas is considered. Ion and neutral introduced where r, z are cylinder coordinates of
components of plasma are described on the base of the physical space (
kinetic theory. The electron component is i 

p 
rzp- velocity of ions and neutrals,

described by hidrodynamic equations from which the accordinly e introduced distriution fun

term for the potential of self consistent electric accordingly. The introduced distribution functions
term for the potential of self consistent electric f and g satisfy a model kinetic equation system
field could be obtained. Two kinetic models were that can be written in a non-dimensional form as

used in this work. First the model is the model of

Hamel. Second one is the model, which has been -Df + E -L v f + if - y fEk W iif Hcreated to take into account the resonant 
D t  

k
recharging. These model kinetic equations are

solved numerically by methods which are used in t ni 
+  

g nng - u g
rarefied gas dynamics.Second model was used for al (1)

so the studying the influence of a protect screen rD- -- + .0 + L 0 WI r 0
on the plasma plume. The results of calculations v 

r  z  r  W
r r W

are discussed. Such known phenomena as "crossover"

and the inverse ion current were obtained for both Er -- 
E

kinetic models. The value of this current depences + P

essentially upon the type of kinetic model. 
i n  

2 
n

Comparison of the results of the calculations with fk k
screen and without screen allow to make conclusion m gN k in in (

1
) are Maxell functions

about the influence of protect screen on the modelling reverse collision integrals, Vik. -
about the influence of protect screen on the n-
Plasma plume. Experimental results for t nle corresponding frequencies. Two models of reverse
dplasma plume. Experimental results for the angith collision integrals have been used in this paper.
distribution of the ion density current agree with First the calculations were performed where thethe results of the modelling satisfactoryfore-mentioned 

maxwellians were selected due to

Hamel's model for a mixture of gases [33. In thisIntroduction
case

Determination of jet parameters of modern plasma
thrusters is difficult problem. First, this fk n exp k

problem is essentially multydimensional KT )2 e

problem. Second, the plasma must be considered as

thirdcomponent media where each component may flow ck - u., ui = i
as on hydrodynamics regime as on collisionless

one. The description of such motion must be based =
u 4 V / Tv v TB B. T'- Ton the Linetic equations, although satisfactory "

result may be obtained from hydrodynamics _ n2

description ll). It is noted that there is no g k -- exp -

fundamental kinetic equation for description of the ( k k 
T

processes taking place in plasma. In this work was

used model kinetic equations for the description k v - ukn ' = F8

of the motion of ion and neutral component and

electronic component was described by u = v , T BT, T = T
hydrodynamics equations.

1 T- T 2•~ 3 ]
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where
du OP

p -- + - eEn -

n dt r r

nu z du! OP
n = B' f f dt p - + + e n - 0 (4)

3 nT + n 2 dt dz :

d - U -d u + u a
(2) dt r r Oz

nu where p u , P . -mass density, velocity and
V3 g v pressure of electrons. If to assume T - const

- KT + nv a2  
and neglect responsivness of the members (see2]),

Swe obtain from (4)
d; - d drd(a.d , dv - dv dv dv

v p KT
e  

n
Non-dimensional parameters B, B are to be e In ( -o

n
determined later. Hamel's model being where i - " thermalized potential", no , T, e -

generalization of a well-known Crook's model for a characteristic ion density, electron temperature,

gas mixture does not take into account specific and electron charge accordingly.In case of thrus-

features of a resonance recharge phenomenon when ter plume ni . 0 at / z m . Therefore,
an ion and a neutral particle exchange an the above obtained expression for a potential is
electron, actually without changing their

not satisfied. Remaining within the range of the
velocities. The cross-section of this processvelocities. The cross-section of this process abovementioned assumptions the electron motion can
interaction is known to be considerably greater be supposed to be adiabatic. This assumptionbe supposed to be adiabatic. This assumption
than that one of a conventional recharge (ion allows to obtain the following expressions forallows to obtain the following expressions for «
interaction with a neutral molecule 5 _. _, .* 1 KT:
polarized in its field). Therefore, it is i n )

s
, Er=-F ,E -F ,F- 

K T

desirable to demonstate a specific feature of or 6z

resonance recharge in a kinetic model applied in where T:- characteristic electron temperature

numerical modelling. If to assume the ions "to be value, Eo-characteristic energy of directed ion

born" as a result of ion-neutral particle motion value.

collision at velocity v and temperature T
n  

, and To complete setting a mathematical problem

neutrals at velocity u and temperature T
i 

, then for the system (1) it is necessary to specify the

maxwellians f' and g" remain the same, boundary conditions. These conditions are

f and gM being the following determined by geometry of the problem shown in
Fig.1 to be studied and component distribution

s 4 2
B -- xB c functions involved in the plume flow area.

S- n I .exp - B
T" r

3_ 2 (3)

c I - V/ V = - I- *

It is shown in [3] that a kinetic model (1) with 
A

the choice of reversecollision integrals (3) - A

possesses every law of conservation. The

H-theorem is also true for it.

The left part (1) of the equation determining

the ion component motion includes the terms
Fig.l Geometry of flow

depending on self-matched electric field tensity The distribution functions of ions and neutrals

components E and E . To obtain the data of a neutralscomponents E and E To obtain the data of a passing through axisymmetrical circular orifices

self-matched electric field it is necessary to

consider the electron motion. The electron are makwellian with known parameters . These para-

component behavior is supposed to be described by meters are n (r),
S (r),

hydrodynamic equations. On the quasi-neutrality T. ,n ,un , T . Then the following can be
assumption the electron motion equations are as obtained
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- f = O, g = e( B- exp - B v (6)

n (r) f---exp ( B C r e[71]
ar^l " J I -f=n /n

f(O,r,.)= - (5)

-0 re C r. With r=0 a conventional symmetry condition
r >O

occurs.

R . f(, z, - , )=f(O, , r z
= -, C =( -u (r), u(r) ={ u .u .O )} B= (7)

g(O, z, -vr, v z .v )=g(O, z, vr, v z ,v )

-- exp - C
2  

, re[ r ' The developed kinetic models can be applied to

g(o.r.v) = (5) study the effect of different obstacles
nB

/
2 (5")

, >0 n exp -B 
2  , r [ particularly, protection shields upon the plume

Sn
s 2  

motion. This shield can be simulated by a

mathematical surface: shown by a broken line in

C = - * B T / T Fig.1. A described problem set before also

S2 comprises an additional boundary condition on the

shield, the same as on the solid surface, that is
Formula (5) and (5') have been obtained on the

assumption that at the cross-section AB the ff (R ,z,Z) = 0, f (R ,z,Z) = 0 , z e [0,13

parameters of the neutrals were assumed to be -r>o Zr
< 0

constant,the ions having only a temperature ( ,z) = n - exp- B 2g ,z,?) - n By
parameter T constant. n (r) distributions were v >oi o r
assumed to be both constant by the cross-section s/2

and variable. In the results given below g(Rz,) = n ( exp 2 
v

n = - 0.5 (2r -- 1)
z

o ( - - 2 - r where " + 
" 

corresponds to an exterior shield

i.e. it varied by a quadratic law from 1 in the surface, " -" the interior one. Solid wall in

center of the slot up to 0.5 value at the edges. such a problem statement continues to infinity,

u was selected for current densities j and j and since the neutrals are at rest at infinityL r =

calculated from (5) to agree with the experimental and of the same temperature as that of the surface,

measurements. In ion and neutral particle the ions being absent, the given formulation of

interaction with a solid surface LL the ions the problem is correct as in this case the

were supposed to lose charge and be reflected by neutrals will be in equilibrium with surface.

the neutrals distributed at the temperature of It should be noted that such a problem can be

the surface T due to a diffusion law. In the same solved also for a plasma flow under laboratory

manner the neutrals themselves are reflected from conditions with account of the chamber wall

the wall. Then, assuming j" = j ' where j"- effect.

a flow of reflected neutrals, j , j - flows of To model a corresponding plume of an electric

falling neutrals and ions,respectively, we obtain thruster on board a spacecraft it is necessary to

n in (5') to be as take into account that the environment includes

nv s/2 1/2 4 neutral gas of another kind moving at a great
fv d B f f dC, speed in relation to the source. This paper

2 2 v <o (0o
2 considers a case when a neutral gas, for example,

Eo no nitrogen feeds on the source, with a xenon ion
where B = K e= n

KT2 = n plume leaving it. The system (1) in this case was

no- characteristic density value of ions leaving completed by another equation for distribution

the orifice AB. The efflux takes place in the function 8( r, z, ) describing the third gas

neutral gas, hence, the ions are absent at behavior. In the right part of the first two

infinity, the neutrals being at rest with a equations terms appear describing ion and neutral

specific density value n and temperature T . If Z particle collisions with inflow gas neutrals.

is a normal directed inside the plume, P >0 and These collisions are presented by Hamel's model.

for v >O / r
2 

z
2 

4 c we have: In this case xenon neutrals are absent at infinity

i.e. 2= 0. The surface LL can not be already

considered infinite, since the inflow gas neutrals
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can not be in equilibrium with it at infinity. In representing a characteristic velocity of the ion
this case the surface LL is limited by exterior directed motion, with / C The

directed motion, with r / C = V B>l. The
source dimensions R .The boundary conditions for f feature mentioned results in theion distribution

4 .feature mentioned results in the ion distribution
and g at 2 = 0 are the same as before, only theSfunction in the velocity scope to be of two types:
LL condition continues to finite dimensions.

6 -type peak corresponding to "fast" or
For 9 at z= 0 we have

"cold" ions, it is these particles that leave the

91 0, = O, r e [ r, 1 ] orifice AB, and a sloping but wide peak from slow

vn -- ) exp - B s w 
2

, r e [1,R4] or "hot" ions born as a result of recharge. This

distribution function characterises certain

re nv - * difficulties under integral numerical calculationwhere = -Jwe dC B = T / T
S B v (8), as it requires a small step and,

Ssimultaneously, great finite integration limits.
T - incoming flow deceleration temperature. It should be noted that a kinetic equation
If r > R4 and z - 0: f = 0; g = 0; e=0 representing simultaneously both "cold" and "hot"

>o v >o w >o2 0 z WO ions non-linearily. Thus it is difficult to
These conditions are always, acceptable for ions highlight the effect of the particles of this or
and neutrals proper, if & = 0 for the incoming that kind. However, it can be done at every
flow. This condition is correct in case of a iteration due to linearity 48). In case of ions
hypersonic incoming gas flow, since the f = f + fz f .( f4) the component in the brackets
disturbances in this flow caused by the ion source refers to a problem of gas feed on the source. For
will not propagate long against the flow. In the functions introduced there are the following

Sr
2

+ z
2  

m equations

w/- df , d f iS--- - exp - ( w + u). wdt dt if k-s f
'

u dt dt
where a - M 3/2 ,u /5 / 6 M/O , in -

M - Mach number of the incoming flow.

When r = 0 for 9 we have a conventional symmetry dt t
dt Dt

condition.

f meets all the boundary conditions (5), (6),
2 Solution technique method functions f2 and f equal to zero at the

System (1)-(4) with boundary conditions (5)-(7) boundary. The equation (9) solution can be written

was solved numerically by an iteration method, the as

main concepts of which are applied in rarefied exs
2  

o *
gas dynamics. Infinite physical space r,z was -

replaced by the finite one 0 5 r 5 r , O Z ; t2
2 , a difference net introduced for it. The + ( _ u (

r o
)) - - J (s) dsit. The ro

grid nodes memorized macroparameters n , T , u , v o (9)
r v rk ei,n (in case of the incoming gas problem, also fk f "Lft(T) exp -Jf (s)ds)dT , k=1,2; 1=i,n

all the incoming gas macroparameters). The self- o i T
matched electric field tensity component Er,E , where Tr s : tr , T- parameter by the characterist

as wall as collision frequency and a maxwellian of (9) determined by the following equations

the right part (1) were calculated by ^ ^ 2

macroparameters from a previous iteration. 
d  

= - -d = dr = - E
S- 

rActually each iteration included the following dT dT dr 
r

system of equations solution ^k-

k- = = - E r r (10)
Et L -=- " 

k 
)_ d" 'k( d1 f (

A similar equation can be written also for r(0)=r, z(0) = z, t(0O)=,

the neutrals. A specfic feature of this problem is
ro= r(tr), z(tr) = O, (os= (tr)ion possessing two characteristic velocity

with tr determined by a condition of crossing
scales-thermal C = / --K7-, and F - / 2

0 m 0 m
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the boundary (10) of a calculation domain. To elongated, relatively thin ellipsoidal domain of

calculate the contribution from f a procedure was increased ion density is located on the axis of

built to take into account a delta-type character plume symmetry. The "crossover" ion density is

of a subintegral function, which allowed to take several fold higher than that one at the source

into consideration the ion distribution function

discontinuities in the velocity scope. As

standard calculations showed the discontinuity ac-

count proves to be necessary in this problem with r
/  

0.

this integral calculation (8) by a small member of 0

nodes. In calculating contributions to macropara- Z.

meters from f and f in every point of physical g

space (r,z) a specific velocity grid ( = u(r,z) +

+ a(r,z) C was given, where C nodes were V

integrated in gauss quadratic formula with the 0.6 C \_- .

help of which the contribution calculation or that | D-- ,"'

of fZ and f to macroparameters was performed. 1.5 /

u(r,z) and a(r,z) determined distribution function

peak location and width of the particles born.

After setting r,z, characteristic according Fig.2 Lines of equal ion density in case of the newAfterr,z, ) characteristic according

to (10) continues up to the calculation domain model for the resonance overcharging. Dotted lines

are the lines of constant density for Hamel's model
boundary, then a value of f (r,z,C ) is found and

a contribution to integral sums is made, with the

aid of which the macroparameters are calculated. .
exit section. The isoconcentral figures show a

After the whole scope of macroparameters is found,
relative density value. At the "crossover"

the represented process repeats itself up to boundary, especially at its part closest to the
iteration convergence.iteration convergenceexit section (cut) a sharp density change occurs,

The process described above is a convenient
while it drops slower on the axis of symmetry. It

technique from a numerical modelling viewpoint,technique from a numerical modelling viewpoint, should be noted that the "crossover" formation is
since it allows to split a problem into a number

connected with the geometrical features of the
of problem programs slightly dependent upon each

source and "cold" ion presence. It can be examined
other. The latter allows to rely on considerable

if to consider a free-molecular flow. Then the
calculation rate increase under parallelcalculation rate increase under parallel asymptotic evalutions show that there are sections

calculation transfer. on the axis of symmetry where density is /-B and

it is them that include a "crossover".
3 Modelling results

A series of different calculations was 3.0

performed by a technique represented above. First, -

test and methodological calculations by both I

Hamel's model and a recharge model were carried - - -'- ......

out. Their results are mainly presented in [43.

These calculations were characterized by constant --
Knudsen numbers equal to I and B = 100, B = 1000,---

B= 1, a= 1, = 0.2, F = 0.01. Different ion - .--T .

density and velocity distributions by AB . .. .........

cross-section were applied. Cross-section density .. J.- . -1J/ - - -. .- ...-...... ... .. .

distribution proved to negligibly influence upon 0Ij *j. . 6.0

the flow pattern only at the initial plume

portions. Fig.2 demonstrates the lines of uniform

density obtained in applying a recharge model. Fig3. Streamlines of ions

The distance is seen to be 1.3 - 3 calibre when a Fig3 represents the ion current lines for a rechar-

"crossover" formation takes place. This ge model.A ion flow usually called the reverse sign

is seen to be directed to the accelerator wall.
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0
The reverse ion value obtained with account of 90 750

recharge proved to be several fold higher than the 60
reverse currents in Hamel's model. The other

macroparameters are negligibly effected by 450

different models. Thus a "crossover" location and

its maximum density value slightly depend upon a 3 30'

model. A recharge noticeably effected the level

line with density values of 0.3-0.5 at the 5

"crossover" boundary nearest to the source. It

should be noted that this boundary was of an

angular point character integrating all the level

lines with different density values. This behavior Fig.4 Angular distribution of ion current:

of level lines is explained by the fact that the 1- ion current density, obtained by experiment

"crossover" boundary separates a domain of a high 2- ion current density of " high speed " ions

density value from a rarefaction zone where 3- full ion current density, obtained by

density is several fold less. In this model the numerically

density level lines agree with equipotentials of a

selfmatched electric field, which is also several

fold higher than wherever else. This field has a

considerable effect upon slow ions pushing them

out of the increased density zone. The lather is Fig4. represents diagrams of ion complete full

demonstrated by the fact that the lines of carrent angular density distribution. "Fast" ion

uniform density with 0.3-0.5 values have current density is the current density given only

characteristic tonques stretched to the side of by f function determining a contribution from the

the source. This density distribution is like a orifice. With certain reservations mentioned

density level line picture in case of a thin plate before it can be considered a "fast" ion

flown about by a rarefied gas, when the molecules distribution function. The same figure

are pushed away by a solid surface. (This analogy demonstrates a diagram of ion current obtained as

is completed by presence of a critical point at a result of an experiment. Quite satisfactory

the current line on the axis of simmetry where convergence of experimental data with the results

u=0). In our case an electric field of great of numerical modelling should be noted, especially

values E plays a role of a solid surface. As a in the plume core, where they simply coincide.The

conclusion we note that at the distance of (3-4) R recharge effects can be observed comparing a curve

from the source the plume core acquires a corresponding to "fast" ions with that of full

conventional hypersonic structure where the current. If the current from the orifice is

parameter change along the current line is much limited by an angle of 45°, complete current is

less than that one across the line, which was also observed at the angles exceeding 50°. Due to

assumed in [I]. presence of reverse currents the complete current

A recharge model was also applied to study a may be less than the one from the orifice.

protection shield effect upon slightly ionized gas Fig5 shows the uniform concentration lines of char-

jets. The shield in this case was modelled by ged particles. A broken line shows the calculation

cylinder of R s radius and I length (see Figl). results without a shield taken into account. The

AB cross - section ion parameter distribution shield is seen to result in some bend appearance

was specified by the experimental data. By these of isoconcentral behavior with ion density value

data all Knudsen numbers and B, B ,B , F parameter of 0.01 on it. The strongest shield effect

values were calculated. All Knudsen numbers were was observed on the current line, which is

considerably greater than those in methodological demonstrated in Fig.6.

calculations, the rest parameters being A problem solution of gas feed on the source

approximately the same, 8 =0.1, 8 =0.5. The with those values of Knudsen numbers did not add

calculations were carried out both with a shield any new specific features to those discussed above

applied or without it under these conditions, at the length considered.
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Fig.5 Spatial plasma density distribution. Fig. 6 Streamlines of ions

Conclusion

Presented data's confirm that developed mathe-

matical models and programs could be effectively

used for simulation of the physical processes in

the SPTplume. They could be used for processes

simulation on the axially symmetric plumes of

any plasma thrusters of Knudsen numbers in these

plumes are more than 0.1. So it seems very

prospective to use such kind of codes to simulate

plume processes.
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